A compound word is made from two smaller words that are joined together. The words **out** and **side** can be joined together to make the compound word **outside**.

**Part 1:** Circle the compound word in each sentence.

1. The girls were playing softball at Veteran's Park 
2. Amelia bought some balloons for Samuel's birthday. 
3. Will somebody please help me clean the dining room?

**Part 3:** Complete each sentence with a compound word.

11. When I wake up in the morning, I use a ______________________ to clean my teeth. 
12. For breakfast, I love to eat ______________________ with maple syrup.
Answer Key

Compound Words Practice

A compound word is made from two smaller words that are joined together.
The words **out** and **side** can be joined together to make the compound word **outside**.

Part 1: Circle the compound word in each sentence.

1. The girls were playing **softball** at Veteran’s Park

2. Amelia bought some balloons for Samuel’s **birthday**.

3. Will **somebody** please help me clean the dining room?

Part 2: Complete each sentence with a compound word.

7. happiness thunder **snowflake** puppy

8. **peanut** butter picture coloring

9. cooked monkey **dragonfly** plastic

10. bumble bee singer **mailbox** shirts

11. When I wake up in the morning, I use a ________ **toothbrush** ________ to clean my teeth.

12. For breakfast, I love to eat ________ **pancakes** ________ with maple syrup.